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This edition of 'Exploring Strategic Change' focuses on the implementation of
organizational change and the management of organizational transitions.
The Routledge Companion to Arts Management contains perspectives from
international scholars, educators, consultants, and practitioners sharing opinions,
exploring important questions, and raising concerns about the field. The book will
stimulate conversations, foster curiosity, and open pathways to different cultural,
philosophical, ideological, political, national, and generational insights. Four
broad thematic areas are used to organize current topics in the field of arts and
culture management. Part I introduces a mixture of perspectives about the history
and evolution of the practice and study of arts management, the role of arts
managers, and how arts management is being impacted by the digital age. Part II
focuses on the dynamics of entrepreneurship, change processes, and leadership
practices. Part III includes globally focused topics on cultural policy, cultural
rights, and community building. Part IV examines a sampling of topics related to
functional activities that are common to arts and culture organizations around the
world such as marketing, planning, increasing diversity, hiring, fundraising, and
sustainability. This book builds a comprehensive understanding of what arts
management can mean in an international context creating an essential resource
for students, scholars and reflective practitioners involved at the intersection of
business and the arts.
This insightful book examines human resource management practice and its
perceived impact on performance in the non-profit sector. Presenting case
studies of six NGOs in Kenya, it explores HRM practices in a non-profit setting,
and uncovers details about HRM practice by organizations in the development
sector that are not found in NGO management books. Informed by the author’s
practical experience in the field, Human Resource Management in International
NGOs is a unique study that marries theory and practice, challenging the reader
to reflect on the interpretative application of management theory and stakeholder
participation.
Exploring Strategy Text and Cases PDF eBookPearson Higher Ed
If I Stay meets Your Name in Dustin Thao's You've Reached Sam, a heartfelt
novel about love and loss and what it means to say goodbye. How do you move
forward when everything you love in on the line? Seventeen-year-old Julie has
her future all planned out—move out of her small town with her boyfriend Sam,
attend college in the city, spend a summer in Japan. But then Sam dies. And
everything changes. Desperate to hear his voice one more time, Julie calls
Sam’s cellphone just to listen to his voicemail. And Sam picks up the phone.
What would you do if you had a second chance at goodbye? Filled with a diverse
cast of characters, the heartache of first love and loss, and the kind of friends that
can get you through anything, plus a touch of magic, You've Reached Sam will
make an instant connection with anyone looking for a big emotional romance of a
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read.
With over one million copies sold worldwide, Exploring Strategy has long been
the essential strategy text for managers of today and tomorrow. From
entrepreneurial start-ups to multinationals, charities to government agencies, this
book raises the big questions about organisations- how they grow, how they
innovate and how they change.
One million students and business executives have used the market-leading text
Exploring Strategy to boost their academic and professional careers. The expert
authors now transfer the essence of Exploring Strategy into The Fundamentals of
Strategy. This book is particularly suited for those engaged in short courses.
This succinct textbook takes students through the key stages of strategic
management: analysis, formulation, and implementation, with an emphasis on
providing students with the essential tools of analysis.
In the tradition of Octavia Butler, here is radical self-help, society-help, and planet-help to
shape the futures we want. Change is constant. The world, our bodies, and our minds are in a
constant state of flux. They are a stream of ever-mutating, emergent patterns. Rather than
steel ourselves against such change, Emergent Strategy teaches us to map and assess the
swirling structures and to read them as they happen, all the better to shape that which
ultimately shapes us, personally and politically. A resolutely materialist spirituality based
equally on science and science fiction: a wild feminist and afro-futurist ride! adrienne maree
brown, co-editor of Octavia’s Brood: Science Fiction from Social Justice Movements, is a
social justice facilitator, healer, and doula living in Detroit.
This open access Pivot demonstrates how a variety of technologies act as innovation catalysts
within the banking and financial services sector. Traditional banks and financial services are
under increasing competition from global IT companies such as Google, Apple, Amazon and
PayPal whilst facing pressure from investors to reduce costs, increase agility and improve
customer retention. Technologies such as blockchain, cloud computing, mobile technologies,
big data analytics and social media therefore have perhaps more potential in this industry and
area of business than any other. This book defines a fintech ecosystem for the 21st century,
providing a state-of-the art review of current literature, suggesting avenues for new research
and offering perspectives from business, technology and industry.
With over one million copies sold worldwide, Exploring Strategy has long been the essential
strategy text for managers of today and tomorrow. From entrepreneurial start-ups to
multinationals, charities to government agencies, this book raises the big questions about
organisations- how they grow, how they innovate and how they change. Exploring Strategy:
Texts and Cases also provides a wealth of extra case studies written by experts in the subject
to aid and enrich your understanding. Examples are taken from events and organisations as
diverse as Glastonbury, Mondelez and Formula 1 racing. The full text downloaded to your
computer With eBooks you can: search for key concepts, words and phrases make highlights
and notes as you study share your notes with friends eBooks are downloaded to your
computer and accessible either offline through the Bookshelf (available as a free download),
available online and also via the iPad and Android apps. Upon purchase, you will receive via
email the code and instructions on how to access this product. Time limit The eBooks products
do not have an expiry date. You will continue to access your digital ebook products whilst you
have your Bookshelf installed.
'Exploring Strategic Change is by far the most useful and relevant book available on the vital
topic of change management. Written in an accessible style yet drawing on solid theoretical
foundations, this latest edition includes up-to-date case examples and new insights in topical
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areas such as employee engagement. I would thoroughly recommend this book to anyone who
wants to know more about the realities of managing change.' Professor Katie Bailey (nee
Truss), University of Sussex 'It's wonderful to have a new edition of this definitive text on
strategic change. Refreshed with new examples and contemporary concepts, this classic
continues as the most complete and accessible resource in its domain.' Richard Whittington,
Professor of Strategic Management, University of Oxford Exploring Strategic Change engages
with the dynamic and complex process of developing and delivering strategic and
organisational change, from the analysis of context through to the formulation and
implementation of effective strategies and solutions. Change management has become a
highly sought after managerial competence for senior executives and middle managers. This
book is written to help both students and practising managers develop skills relevant to change
management, with the focus on enabling executives to implement their strategic agenda
through attention to the practice of strategic change. Using the unique and innovative
framework of the change kaleidoscope, the reader will not only develop valuable insights into
the practice of managing strategic change, but will also learn to appreciate the need for change
approaches tailored to context. Frequent examples encourage both critical reflection and
application of theory. A focus on the delivery of change, as well as its design, enables students
to supplement their skills in analysis with judgement, translation and implementation skills. This
fourth edition of Exploring Strategic Change provides A wide range of short illustrations from
both the private and public sectors. More attention to the concept of the change path as a
critical design choice. More coverage of leadership, change agency skills and enabling
conditions for change. An emphasis on exercising judgement and reading and rewriting the
context as key change competences. Two new long case studies to explore the complexity of
managing change. Exploring Strategic Change is written for undergraduate and postgraduate
students, practising managers and change agents on Strategy, HR and OB-related modules on
the management of change. Julia Balogun is Professor of Strategic Management at the School
of Management, University of Bath. Veronica Hope Hailey is Professor of Management Studies
and Dean of the School of Management, University of Bath. Stefanie Gustafsson is a lecturer
and Prize Fellow in HRM at the School of Management, University of Bath.
Now beyond its eleventh printing and translated into twelve languages, Michael Porter’s The
Competitive Advantage of Nations has changed completely our conception of how prosperity is
created and sustained in the modern global economy. Porter’s groundbreaking study of
international competitiveness has shaped national policy in countries around the world. It has
also transformed thinking and action in states, cities, companies, and even entire regions such
as Central America. Based on research in ten leading trading nations, The Competitive
Advantage of Nations offers the first theory of competitiveness based on the causes of the
productivity with which companies compete. Porter shows how traditional comparative
advantages such as natural resources and pools of labor have been superseded as sources of
prosperity, and how broad macroeconomic accounts of competitiveness are insufficient. The
book introduces Porter’s “diamond,” a whole new way to understand the competitive position
of a nation (or other locations) in global competition that is now an integral part of international
business thinking. Porter's concept of “clusters,” or groups of interconnected firms, suppliers,
related industries, and institutions that arise in particular locations, has become a new way for
companies and governments to think about economies, assess the competitive advantage of
locations, and set public policy. Even before publication of the book, Porter’s theory had
guided national reassessments in New Zealand and elsewhere. His ideas and personal
involvement have shaped strategy in countries as diverse as the Netherlands, Portugal,
Taiwan, Costa Rica, and India, and regions such as Massachusetts, California, and the
Basque country. Hundreds of cluster initiatives have flourished throughout the world. In an era
of intensifying global competition, this pathbreaking book on the new wealth of nations has
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become the standard by which all future work must be measured.
Linked directly to Exploring Corporate Strategy, this book examines how a united view of
strategic and financial issues can become a practical reality.
With over one million copies sold worldwide, Exploring Strategy has long been the essential
strategy text for managers of today and tomorrow. From entrepreneurial start-ups to
multinationals, charities to government agencies, this book raises the big questions about
organisations- how they grow, how they innovate and how they change. Texts and Cases also
provides a wealth of extra case studies written by experts in the subject to aid and enrich your
understanding. Examples are taken from events and organisations as diverse as Glastonbury,
Mondelez and Formula 1 racing.
Covering all the core elements that business students need to know about the economic
dimension of strategy, this text offers a fresh approach by also placing strategy in its social,
political, and organizational context. Students are introduced to the links between strategic
management and strategizing processes on the one hand and organizational politics and
power relations on the other. The book integrates concerns about ethics and globalization, and
corporate social responsibility and sustainability, to provide a provocative and critically
engaged approach to understanding strategy in the post-financial crisis world.
The New York Times best-selling book exploring the counterproductive reactions white people
have when their assumptions about race are challenged, and how these reactions maintain
racial inequality. In this “vital, necessary, and beautiful book” (Michael Eric Dyson), antiracist
educator Robin DiAngelo deftly illuminates the phenomenon of white fragility and “allows us to
understand racism as a practice not restricted to ‘bad people’ (Claudia Rankine). Referring to
the defensive moves that white people make when challenged racially, white fragility is
characterized by emotions such as anger, fear, and guilt, and by behaviors including
argumentation and silence. These behaviors, in turn, function to reinstate white racial
equilibrium and prevent any meaningful cross-racial dialogue. In this in-depth exploration,
DiAngelo examines how white fragility develops, how it protects racial inequality, and what we
can do to engage more constructively.
This package includes a physical copy of Exploring Strategy text only 10th edition as well as
access to the eText and MyStrategyLab. With over one million copies sold worldwide,
Exploring Strategy has long been the essential introduction to strategy for the managers of
today and tomorrow. From entrepreneurial start-ups to multinationals, charities to government
agencies, this book raises the big questions about organisations - how they grow, how they
innovate and how they change. With two new members added to the renowned author team,
this tenth edition of Exploring Strategy has been comprehensively updated to help you: Understand clearly the key concepts and tools of strategic management - Explore hot topics,
including internationalisation, corporate governance, innovation and entrepreneurship - Learn
from case studies on world-famous organisations such as Apple, H&M, Ryanair and
Manchester United FC.
How do strategists decide what they wish to achieve through war, and how they might
accomplish it? And why does their understanding of violence regularly turn out to be wrong? In
seeking answers to these questions Kenneth Payne draws on the study of psychology to
examine strategic behaviour during the Vietnam War. He explores the ways in which cognitive
biases distort our sense of our own agency and our decision-making, arguing that much of the
latter is emotional, shaped by unconscious processing and driven by a prickly concern for
social esteem. The Nixon and Johnson administrations both proved susceptible to the
processes that are familiar to students of modern neuroscience and psychology, but perhaps
less appreciated within strategic studies. US strategists in the Vietnam era miscalculated in
ways that would surprise rational theorists, but not evolutionary psychologists: they
exaggerated the stakes, embraced risky and overly optimistic solutions, and failed to
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appreciate the limits of force to shatter the enemy's resolve. Their concern for reputation led to
escalation, based on a flawed conception of what such escalation could achieve. The Vietnam
conflict provides an excellent illustration that war is an inherently psychological phenomenon.
This challenges abstract notions of rationality in strategic affairs, suggesting that the strategists
-- much like the rest of us -- are strangers to themselves.
This book is not available as a print inspection copy. To download an e-version click here or for
more information contact your local sales representative. Shortlisted for the 2013 Chartered
Management Institute textbook award Practicing Strategy broke new ground when it first
published by focusing on the strategy-as-practice approach, which considers strategy not only
as something an organisation has but something which its members do. The new edition deals
with a selection of topics that have been central in recent academic debates in the strategy-aspractice area and includes 7 New chapters on topics such as Chief Executive Officers, Middle
Managers, Strategic Alignment and Strategic Ambidexterity in line with developments in the
field New case studies throughout including Narayana health, the turnaround of Reliant group
and relocating a business school Tutor and student access to online resources inlcude
additional readings, an Instructor's Manual, PowerPoint slides, author podcasts and videos.
Aimed at undergraduate and postgraduate students taking advanced strategy modules and
practitioners alike.
Military Strategy in the 21st Century explores military strategy and the new challenges facing
Western democracies in the twenty- first century, including strategy in cyber operations and
peacekeeping, challenges for civil-military relations, and the strategic choices of great powers
and small states. The volume contributes to a better understanding of military strategy in the
twenty- first century, through exploring strategy from three perspectives: first, the study of
strategy, and how our understanding of strategy has changed over time; second, new areas for
strategic theory, such as peacekeeping and cyberspace; and third, the makers of strategy, and
why states choose suboptimal strategies. With the increasing number of threats challenging
strategy makers, such as great power rivalry, terrorism, intrastate wars, and transnational
criminal organisations, Military Strategy in the 21st Century will be of great value to scholars of
IR, Security Studies, Strategic Studies, and War Studies as well as policymakers and
practitioners working with military strategy in particular and international security and war in
general. The chapters were originally published as a special issue of the Journal of Strategic
Studies.
Most strategic management textbooks seem to stem from the old belief that âe~more is always
betterâe(tm). But in this age of data deluge, many are calling for a return to the basics. If
students can master the core concepts and learn how to apply these basics, they are bound to
be better equipped to approach and resolve even the most complex problems. This book,
unlike most textbooks, focuses on the core concepts of strategic management, aiming to help
students understand the basic ideas of the field more clearly, rather than overloading them with
new, peripherally-related information. With cases designed to help students apply their deeper
understanding of the core concepts, this book will equip any student with the solid grounding in
strategic management fundamentals needed to succeed in the academic and professional
arena.
« The public sector in many countries remains a major part of the economy in terms of both
employment and provision of services. But the last 15 years it has undergone a revolution in
structure, performance and management thinking. Exploring public sector strategy, the latest
book in the Exploring Corporate Strategy series, explores how strategic management theory
and practice is applicable to public sector organisations. » (Tiré de l'endos du livre).
Intuitively, organisations can easily be categorised as ‘public’ or ‘private’. However, this book
questions such a black and white dichotomy between public and private, and seeks a deeper
understanding of hybrid organisations. These organisations can be found at micro, meso and
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macro levels of societal activity, consisting of networks between companies, public agencies
and other entities. The line between these two realms is increasingly blurred — giving rise to
hybrid organisations. Governing Hybrid Organisations presents an engaging discussion around
hybrid organisations, highlighting them as important and fascinating examples of modern
institutional diversity. Chapters examine the changing landscape of service delivery and the
nature and governance of hybrid organisations, using international examples and cases from
different service contexts. The authors put forward a clear analytical framework for
understanding hybrid governance, looking at strategy and performance management. This text
will be valuable for students of public management, public administration, business
management and organisational studies, and will also be illuminating for practising managers.

The revolutionary guide that challenged businesses around the world to stop
selling to their buyers and start answering their questions to get results; revised
and updated to address new technology, trends, the continuous evolution of the
digital consumer, and much more In today’s digital age, the traditional sales
funnel—marketing at the top, sales in the middle, customer service at the
bottom—is no longer effective. To be successful, businesses must obsess over
the questions, concerns, and problems their buyers have, and address them as
honestly and as thoroughly as possible. Every day, buyers turn to search engines
to ask billions of questions. Having the answers they need can attract thousands
of potential buyers to your company—but only if your content strategy puts your
answers at the top of those search results. It’s a simple and powerful equation
that produces growth and success: They Ask, You Answer. Using these
principles, author Marcus Sheridan led his struggling pool company from the
bleak depths of the housing crash of 2008 to become one of the largest pool
installers in the United States. Discover how his proven strategy can work for
your business and master the principles of inbound and content marketing that
have empowered thousands of companies to achieve exceptional growth. They
Ask, You Answer is a straightforward guide filled with practical tactics and
insights for transforming your marketing strategy. This new edition has been fully
revised and updated to reflect the evolution of content marketing and the
increasing demands of today’s internet-savvy buyers. New chapters explore the
impact of technology, conversational marketing, the essential elements every
business website should possess, the rise of video, and new stories from
companies that have achieved remarkable results with They Ask, You Answer.
Upon reading this book, you will know: How to build trust with buyers through
content and video. How to turn your web presence into a magnet for qualified
buyers. What works and what doesn’t through new case studies, featuring realworld results from companies that have embraced these principles. Why you
need to think of your business as a media company, instead of relying on more
traditional (and ineffective) ways of advertising and marketing. How to achieve
buy-in at your company and truly embrace a culture of content and video. How to
transform your current customer base into loyal brand advocates for your
company. They Ask, You Answer is a must-have resource for companies that
want a fresh approach to marketing and sales that is proven to generate more
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traffic, leads, and sales.
"This book introduces you to R, RStudio, and the tidyverse, a collection of R
packages designed to work together to make data science fast, fluent, and fun.
Suitable for readers with no previous programming experience"-Strategy is becoming more 'open' - more transparent and more inclusive.
Opening Strategy tells the story of how corporate strategists and strategy
consultants have worked since the middle of the last century to open up the
strategy process. First strategic planning, then strategic management, and now
'open strategy' have all brought more people into the strategy process and
provided more strategic information, for the benefit of both business and society
at large. Informed by interviews with corporate strategists and consultants at
leading firms such as General Electric and McKinsey & Co, and drawing on the
historical archives of strategy's pioneers, this book provides vivid insights into the
trials and tribulations of practice change in the strategy profession. Above all, it
stresses the hard work of the little recognized and sometimes eccentric
individuals who have been leaders in practice change. By building on a wide
range of illustrations, covering both successes and failures, the book draws out
general lessons for practice innovation in strategy. Those studying the topic will
be able to set standard strategy techniques in historical and social context and
develop new areas for investigation, while practising executives and consultants
should gain a sense of how to innovate in strategy - and how not to.
The long-awaited follow-up to the international bestsellers, Business Model
Generation and Value Proposition Design Alex Osterwalder and Yves Pigneurs’
Business Model Canvas changed the way the world creates and plans new
business models. It has been used by corporations and startups and consultants
around the world and is taught in hundreds of universities. After years of
researching how the world’s best companies develop, test, and scale new
business models, the authors have produced their definitive work. The Invincible
Company explains what every organization can learn from the business models
of the world’s most exciting companies. The book explains how companies such
as Amazon, IKEA, Airbnb, Microsoft, and Logitech, have been able to create
immensely successful businesses and disrupt entire industries. At the core of
these successes are not just great products and services, but profitable,
innovative business models--and the ability to improve existing business models
while consistently launching new ones. The Invincible Company presents
practical new tools for measuring, managing, and accelerating innovation, and
strategies for reducing risk when launching new business models. Serving as a
blueprint for your growth strategy, The Invincible Company explains how to
constantly stay ahead of your competition. In-depth chapters explain how to
create new growth engines, change how products and services are created and
delivered, extract maximum profit from each type of business model, and much
more. New tools—such as the Business Model Portfolio Map, Innovation Metrics,
Innovation Strategy Framework, and the Culture Map—enable readers to
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understand how to design invincible companies. The Invincible Company: ?
Helps large and small companies build their growth strategy and manage their
core simultaneously ? Explains the world's best modern and historic business
models ? Provides tools to assess your business model, innovation readiness,
and all of your innovation projects Presented in striking 4-color, and packed with
practical visuals and tools, The Invincible Company is a must-have book for
business leaders, entrepreneurs, and innovation professionals.
Understand basics and develop expertise to think and behave like a manager
Exploring Strategy, 12th Edition, by Whittington, Angwin, Regner, Johnson and
Scholes has long been the essential introduction to strategy for the managers of
today and tomorrow and has sold over one million copies worldwide. From
entrepreneurial start-ups to multinationals, charities to government agencies, this
book raises the big questions about organisations – how they prosper, how they
grow, how they innovate and how they change. Text and Cases also provides a
wealth of extra case studies written by experts in the subject to aid and enrich
your understanding. Examples are taken from events and organisations as
diverse as Adnams, Siemens, Air Asia, Apple, Handlesbanken, Glastonbury and
the Indian Premier League. New to this edition: The 12th Edition of Exploring
Strategy has been comprehensively updated to help you: · Understand clearly
the key concepts and tools of strategic management · Explore hot topics,
including business models, corporate governance, innovation and
entrepreneurship · Learn from case studies on world-famous organisations such
as ITV, IKEA, Uber, Airbnb, Alibaba, and the Chinese movie business. Richard
Whittington is Professor of Strategic Management at the Said Business School,
University of Oxford. Duncan Angwin is Dean of Nottingham University Business
School. Patrick Regner is Professor of Strategic Management at Stockholm
School of Economics. Gerry Johnson is Emeritus Professor of Strategic
Management at Lancaster University School of Management. Kevan Scholes is
Emeritus Professor of Strategic Management and formerly Director of the
Sheffield Business School. Pearson, the world’s learning company.
An extensive process of market research & product development has formed the
basis for this new edition. It covers all of the underlying concepts, processes of
development & analytical methods of corporate strategy within a variety of
organisations.
This third edition of Exploring Internal Communication includes new chapters on
the history of internal communication, the evolution of employee engagement, the
current state of practice, change communication, storytelling, research and
measurement, an internal communication measurement dashboard, intranet
management and internal social media. It argues that internal communication
practice is about keeping employees informed and at the same time giving them
a voice that is treated seriously. The book is both a companion for internal
communication courses and an exploration of key concepts for a strategic
approach to practice that underpins employee engagement.
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Strategic Management is a core strategy textbook, covering all the major topics
particularly from a global perspective. It delivers comprehensive coverage of the
subject in an easy-to-read style with extensive examples and a range of free
support material that will help you learn actively and effectively. This eighth
edition of Strategic Management builds on proven strengths ... · over 70 short
case studies to provide easily accessible illustrations of strategy in practice and
additional cases available online to provide more in-depth examples of recent
strategic decisions involving Sony, Apple and industry sectors · a continuous
contrast between prescriptive and emergent views of strategy to highlight the key
debates within the discipline · emphasis on practice throughout with features to
help you turn theory into practice · major international strategy cases from
Europe, Africa, China, India, Middle East and the Americas · clear exploration of
the key concepts · comprehensive, logical structure to guide you through this
complex subject · Specialist chapters on public/third sector strategy, green
strategy and sustainability, entrepreneurial strategy and international and global
strategy New for the eighth edition: - Dynamic capabilities and resource renewal
explored in a revised and updated chapter - Emergent strategy completely
revised in two new chapters, one focusing on innovation, and technology and the
other exploring knowledge and learning - New material on innovation and
strategy in uncertain environments - Case studies from large and small
organisations from Google, Spotify and Cadbury to Snapchat, Uber and green
energy companies with 14 new cases and many cases updated This new edition
also includes a wealth of free, online, open-access learning resources. Use these
materials to enhance and test your knowledge to improve your grades. Online
resources include web based cases with indicative answers, chapter based
support material, long cases and multiple-choice questions. Richard Lynch is
Emeritus Professor of Strategic Management at Middlesex University, London.
He is an active researcher, lecturer and consultant, particularly in the area of
global strategy and sustainable strategy.
From the author team of the market-leading text Exploring Strategy, comes a new
edition of Fundamentals of Strategy. Designed to help student and business executives
boost their academic and professional careers, Fundamentals of Strategy is the most
concise and easy to follow overview of the fundamental issues and techniques of
strategy. Fundamentals of Strategy, 4th edition · Delivers the essential concepts and
techniques of strategy in a new 8 chapter structure. This allows additional space to
unpack the fundamentals in depth, and at times more critically. · Revamped final
chapter on ‘Strategy in action’, raising implementation issues such as organisational
structure, management processes and strategic change · Covers up-to-date topics
including business models, sustainability and entrepreneurial start-ups. · Engages the
reader with real-world strategy problems and provides insights and strategy examples
from a wide range of international organisations. · New and updated cases and
illustrations featuring small and large organisations from profit and not-for-profit sectors
and operating all over the world. · Links to online support material.
In his introduction to this book on corporate strategy, Richard Whittington makes the
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point that the great number of published books on strategic management all cover
much the same ground and present similar recipes for success, and few indulge in selfquestioning. If it was really as easy as that, managers would only need to read a few
books in order to ensure they never make mistakes. Reality, however, is that in the
world of business many of the most well-accepted models of strategic action have met
with spectacular failure.
These articles, which are practical rather than discursive, each deal with an individual
tool or technique that is useful for effective strategic management. They are fully cross
referenced to the 4th edition of the textbook Exploring Corporate Strategy.
Make workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY wins! Recent studies
show that typical managers devote more than a quarter of their time to resolving
coworker disputes. The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games offers a wealth of
activities and exercises for groups of any size that let you manage your business
(instead of managing personalities). Part of the acclaimed, bestselling Big Books series,
this guide offers step-by-step directions and customizable tools that empower you to
heal rifts arising from ineffective communication, cultural/personality clashes, and other
specific problem areas—before they affect your organization's bottom line. Let The Big
Book of Conflict-Resolution Games help you to: Build trust Foster morale Improve
processes Overcome diversity issues And more Dozens of physical and verbal
activities help create a safe environment for teams to explore several common forms of
conflict—and their resolution. Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and proved effective at
Fortune 500 corporations and mom-and-pop businesses alike, the exercises in The Big
Book of Conflict-Resolution Games delivers everything you need to make your
workplace more efficient, effective, and engaged.
Thinking strategically is what separates managers and leaders. Learn the fundamentals
about how to create winning strategy and lead your team to deliver it. From
understanding what strategy can do for you, through to creating a strategy and
engaging others with strategy, this book offers practical guidance and expert tips. It is
peppered with punchy, memorable examples from real leaders winning (and losing)
with real world strategies. It can be read as a whole or you can dip into the easy-toread, bite-size sections as and when you need to deal with a particular issue. The
structure has been specially designed to make sections quick and easy to use – you’ll
find yourself referring back to them again and again.
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